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The curiosity of Chance:
A MusT see for the MGLff

by Thomas Barker

everyone reMeMbers whAt it wAs Like in hiGh schooL. for soMe peopLe, hiGh schooL wAs one 

of the Most MeMorAbLe And enjoyAbLe experiences of their Life, but for Most GAy peopLe, hiGh 

schooL cAn be A trAin wreck of eMbArrAssinG MoMents, disturbinG events, And AwkwArd 

sexuAL infAtuAtions. with ALL of those thinGs, it’s A wonder we even survive the whoLe ordeAL. 

yet, As A resuLt of these soMetiMes drAMAtic experiences MeMbers of the GAy coMMunity 

continue to becoMe stronGer, More AcceptinG, And just overALL weLL rounded individuALs. 

the curiosity of chance demonstrates this perfectly as it tells the 
story of a 16 year old boy who has accepted his sexuality but has 
trouble with just being himself in a time and place where individual-
ity is frowned upon and conformity is key to survival. set in the 80s, 
writer/director russell Marleau uses true john hughes style to tell 
this really compelling, heartwarming, and humorous story. just like 
pretty in pink, sixteen candles, and ferris bueller’s day off, russell 
creates a beautiful collage of bubble gum colors, sardonic wit, and 
simple yet relatable relationships. 

the story begins with none other than chance himself, who is 
played by tad hilgenbrinck of American pie presents: band camp. 
the movie opens with chance moving to an international high 

school in “anywhere” europe. on chance’s first day of school 
he wears a suit, tie, and top hat. immediately he is categorized 
as strange and too different for the rest of his classmates. from 
that point on, things just get worse for the guy. chance continually 
fights with his militant father and becomes the target of the school 
bully. his only saving grace are his best friends – a sharp tongued 
black girl, a neurotic and paranoid high school photographer, and 
his neighbor and crush, varsity jock, Levi sparks, played by brett 
chukerman of eating out 2. 

things get really crazy when chance happens to meet the super 
fabulous drag diva, claire vuoyant, played by danny calander. 
the super star drag queen takes chance under her wing and 

serves as his mentor. before you know it, chance is on stage in his 
dead mother’s old cocktail dress singing Abba’s dancing Queen 
for a club full of women impersonators. somehow, pictures of his 
performance appear all over international high, and you can only 
imagine what happens next.   

the curiosity of chance is definitely a movie you will not want to 
miss during the Miami Gay and Lesbian film festival. it is just full of 
the comic conventions of the high school genre – the idiot faculty, 
the good-hearted but delusional parents, and the fairy tale reversal 
of popularity. i was so impressed by the film that i took a moment 
to sit with russell, tad, and brett to find out more. And if there’s 
something we didn’t get to ask here, be sure to stay for the Q&A 

Chance, Twyla and Hank pose in front of school Chance gets ready to sing
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following the screening this sunday at 3:15 p.m. at the colony 
theatre on Lincoln road. both russell and brett will be available 
for questions.   

here’s what they had to say about their fabulous film, the curiosity 
of chance and why we’re encouraging wire readers to view it.   

How long did it take to write The Curiosity of Chance?

RusseLL: i had a very basic idea which was writing a story 
about a high-school student who sort of winds up leading a 
double life (while going to hs) performing as a drag queen.  And 
then what would happen if everyone at school found out about 
it. that idea floated around in my head for a few years. when 
i finally had the time to sit down and write it – the entire script 
probably took about three months to write. And what came out 
was not entirely what i first imagined it to be – but that’s sort of 
what the writing process is, it becomes a different journey than 
what you first expect.

Where did you get the inspiration for the story?

RusseLL: i’d always wanted to write a teen-comedy and was 
really inspired and influenced by john hughes’ teen classics 
from the 80s.  there have certainly been a handful of really 
good teen-genre films made since then, but overall i think most 
teen films pale in comparison.  so i just wanted to write a 
story that would have a lot of the fun conventions of the genre, 
but with a bit of a queer-twist.  i guess my main inspirations 
were trying to come up with a teen film with a gay lead that 
would be entertaining for a wide audience – regardless of 
sexuality.  And my own nightmare of a high school experi-
ence also influenced the story.  but in the end, my story was 
nothing like chance’s.

Why did you place the story in the 80s?

RusseLL: the main reason for setting the film in the 80s is that 
i felt it would make the central conflict of the film more believ-
able.  for chance to be an ‘out’ high school student in the 80s 
is much harder than to be out now.  i realize – depending on 
where you might live – it’s still tough.  but in the 80s, it was 
almost unheard of to be out in high school – very few people 
were.  so i thought it would heighten chance’s struggle and 
make his conflict with brad (the bully) that much more believ-
able.  And, i guess it was another nod to the teen-films from the 
80s that i loved the most.

What is the message behind the story? 

RusseLL: the main message is pretty universal – and 
typical of teen films – which is one of identity and finding 
yourself.  so much of who we are – and will become – is 
tied to our high-school years which are so turbulent because 
of all the physical changes we go through and new experi-
ences we start having. And so this movie is really about a 
guy who is trying to find his voice – trying to get at who 
he really is and will become.  but at the start of the film, 

you may think it’s a coming-out story – that chance finding 
himself is all about his sexuality.  but i purposely didn’t 
want to do that.  i wanted to present a young gay charac-
ter who was already out – but he’s dealing with identity 
issues that really have nothing to do witch his sexuality. i 
thought that was important to show and i wanted the film 
to be universal. chance’s sexuality is important to who he 
is and this story, but i wanted his journey to be as relat-
able to a straight person as it might be to someone who is 
gay.  that was part of the big challenge of this film – for 
me at least.  

The soundtrack for this film is really great. How 
did you select the songs for the film?

RusseLL: thanks for the compliment.  once we started 
editing the movie i earmarked a few scenes in which i 
wanted to use songs instead of score.  i worked closely with 
our music supervisor on the film, cathy duncan, who did 
an amazing job in coordinating all the music in the film.  i 
have a pretty good recall of 80s tunes – and so does cathy 
– so we would bounce around ideas for different songs that 
we thought would work well in a certain scene, and then i’d 
have our editor drop them in to test them.  some of it was 
trial-and-error, and other times it worked on the first try.  

in some cases i had a favorite song and i was looking for a 
spot to use it.  but in the end we tried to choose songs that 

were always in service of the film (and individual scene).  
we also tried to choose songs that would be familiar, but 
that haven’t been over-used on movie soundtracks.  

The costume design is also really detailed. How 
were you able to perfectly capture the fashion of 
that era?

RusseLL: once we decided to set it in the 80s, we kept a 
detailed eye on making sure the fashion was authentic.  two 
keys to the look were Lorette Meus -- our costume designer 
who we were really lucky to get – she normally works on 
much bigger-budget films.  And frank wolleghem who 
designed all the hair and make-up.  they both loved the chal-
lenge of designing an 80s look, but it was definitely a lot of 
work and even harder being on a low budget. we also had 
enough people on the set with great memories of 80s fashion 
to make sure everything was authentic. it became a lot of fun 
for everyone to be making a ‘period’ film.  there were a lot 
of laughs over the fashion and hair.

even though this is a “low budget” independent film, 
it looks like a mainstream blockbuster. How were you 
able to make that happen?

RusseLL: Lots of really talented people and a few tricks of the 
trade. Another big factor was having really good actors.  to me, 
so many “low-budget” indie films feel and even “look” that way 
because the acting isn’t so good… even if it’s only a role or two.  
but we worked really hard to find good actors – and ones who 
could play their parts well.  i think that goes a long way towards 
people viewing this movie as something that looks more “studio-
made” as opposed to being independent.

speaking of actors, how did the two of you get involved 
with the film?

Tad: i had just finished American pie band camp playing this a-

Levi talks to Chance

sir and Chance practice Jujitsu

Brett 
Chukerman
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hole jock kind of character, and i was looking for a role that was 
completely opposite from that. when i got a hold of russ’s script 
i jumped on it, because i knew i had read something that could 
truly be great. it was extremely funny with this subtle hint of dark 
sarcasm, but also still packed with a lot of heart.  it is rare to find a 
project like that, and i was happy to get the chance to read for it.

BReTT: i auditioned for the film pretty late in the casting process.  
russell and the film’s producer were already in belgium, so i was 
cast off a taped session. three weeks later, i was on a plane to 
belgium.

How do you guys identify with the story?

BReTT: first of all, i love those john hughes high school comedies 
from the 80’s, so it’s very exciting to be a part of a 21st century 
version of that genre. Like most high school students, i had my 
fair share of embarrassments and teenage awkwardness. i think 
chance is that awkwardness personified, and each of us felt that 
way at one time or another.  it gives me a great deal of pride to 
play the champion to chance. Like i said before, being the hero 
we all wish we had in high school… it’s pretty fun to get to be 
that guy.

Tad: one line of the lyrics in the song chance sings and 
writes is “don’t worry who you are/ stand up and you’ll go 
far!”  that to me sums up the movie.  All the characters are 
struggling to find some middle ground, especially chance and 
his dad.  just like the lyrics i think the movie just shows you 
that in life we may think we have these problems that are unfix-
able, but they really aren’t problems at all if we would just stop 
worrying about the small things, find confidence in how great 
we truly are as individuals, and eventually those problems will 
fade away!

Tad, was it difficult shooting the drag scene?

Tad: i was not nervous at all about the scene at first.  but what 
was a tiny little section in the script turned into a huge shoot 
with hundreds of extras, crane shots, and a gaggle of drag 
queens all staring at me clomp around in high heels like the 
saddest looking prom date in history!  i was so nervous that 
in the shot you could see the microphone in my hand shaking!  
one of the stylists who had just shaved my pits tried to get 
me to have a shot of vodka!  i thought it would just make me 
more sick!  in the end though, once the cameras got rolling 
something just clicks in your head and you just let go and go 
for it.  And i was a little scared to see how good the footage 
actually turned out!  i don’t know if that’s something i wanted 
to be that good at!

did you really sing for the sequence?

Tad: everything that you see chance sing is really my voice. it 
was actually one of my favorite parts about the project.  i got 
to go into the recording studio and sing 80’s music with our 
awesome music producers.  i felt like a rock star or something.  
it was totally fun, but i don’t think you’ll see me on American 
idol any time soon!

Brett, the scene where you are stripping for Chance 
is super hot. How was it during the shoot? Was it 
embarrassing to strip down in front of everyone?

BReTT: it was fun.  A little awkward because i was in my room 
at my house, and they were shooting through a window from the 
neighboring house, so i was stripping in a room alone with no real 
reaction or feedback between takes.  supposedly, there was quite 

a bit of hooting and hollering from the crew in the other house.  
Maybe if we’d all been in the same house, i could have made a 
few extra bucks on tips!

How does it feel to be called the “stud” of the movie?

BReTT: who’s calling me that?! i guess you are!  it’s very nice to 
hear. i wasn’t always the “stud” – certainly not in high school – so 
it’s cool to be seen that way. i care more that they like the movie 
and my performance, but the flattery isn’t all bad.

Tad, what was it like kissing Brett?

Tad: people always ask this!  i have to admit as romantic and 
scandalous it may seem in the movie, kissing onset - boy or girl! 
- is never as fun as it seems to be!  its pretty much all planned out 
and choreographed. during one take though, i played a joke on 
brett.  the whole cast and crew were in on it and watching.  on 
the last take, i had an assistant slip me a clove of garlic right before 
action, and i shoved it into brett’s mouth, trying not to break!  but 
brett sucked because as we all waited for him to notice, he just kept 
on going!  i guess he takes his making out very seriously!

What are your favorite scenes in the movie?

RusseLL: i always thought i’d get this question but i never have.  
you’re the first to ask.  My favorite scene was also my favorite scene 
when i wrote the script.  the fact that it’s still my favorite is a mini-
miracle because i was sure the final scene wouldn’t live up to what 
was in my head.  we used the scene during auditions – so we started 
to coin it: “the break-up scene.”  it’s the scene that takes place about 
half-way through the film, when chance walks over to Levi’s garage 
and basically forces him into telling him why he’s decided to reject 
chance as a friend.  that was such a difficult scene for me to write 
– there’s a lot going on in it and i wanted it all to come through without 
it getting too heavy-handed or too obvious.  i obsessed over that scene 
before we shot it and talked to tad and brett a lot about it to make 
sure it came off just right.  when i watch it now, i really love it.  tad 
and brett are just so good in it – they hit every beat just right and the 
emotion of it just sort of sneaks up on you and so when it ends it kind 

of breaks your heart.  i hope it’s relatable for a lot of people.  i had 
such high-hopes for that scene, and the actors really came through 
for me on it. 

Tad: My favorite scene in the movie is when i catch brett across 
the way and he starts stripping for me.  i just think the comedy of 
that is russ at his best. plus more intimately, i really like the scenes 
with chance’s sister.  they all come across so delicate and simple 
and i loved working with colleen.

BReTT: i love the scenes between chance and sir (his dad).  chris 
Mulkey is such a great actor, and i think there’s some great heart 
and really important messages in the scenes between those two.  
oh, and i do love getting to see me punch brad outside the school.  
watching him go down and the bloody nose is a bit of an ego-
boost every time, i have to admit.

any scandalous antics take place on the set?

BReTT: what happens in belgium stays in belgium.

What are you currently working on?

RusseLL: i’m writing some things on my own – a new film script, a fam-
ily comedy/drama – and working on two tv show ideas.  i’m also talking 
to bigfoot entertainment about possibly directing a new film for them.  i 
didn’t write it but it’s a really great romantic-comedy script they have.

Tad: i just finished a film shot in budapest, hungary called 
Amusement that will be out later in the year.  it’s a suspense thriller 
for new Line and picturehouse, and i do not dress in drag!

BReTT: i am currently working on writing a couple of projects 
for both film and television, as well as doing some theatre in Los 
Angeles.  oh, and my film “eating out 2” comes out on dvd at the 
end of May.  you’ll be shocked to learn that i strip in that one too!

anything you’d like Wire readers to know?

RusseLL: i would like them to know that they should come out and see 
the curiosity of chance at the Miami Gay and Lesbian film festival.  And 
if they have any questions they want answered that we didn’t answer here 
– then we’ll answer them at the screening.  someone might even be able 
to talk me into revealing what was in hank’s briefcase.
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Most hiGh schooL students, i hAd My fAir shAre of 
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Claire Vuoyant makes an entrance

Chance’s first 
day of school


